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New Year, New Goals
The new Loxodian year has arrived, and with it new goals for the nation 
moving forward.  One notable thing is the new Loxodian newsletter in a new 
format.  The king has wanted to get the latest news into the hands of every 
Loxodian, but the execution of this task has been delayed for quite some time.  
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In response to the speculation about the nation dying not long after 
being established, the king states “Great things are coming for our 
great nation.  Our beloved Loxodia is not a dead nation, but is still 
alive.”  The king is very much concerned about our nation, with 
only him, two Lords, and two citizens to account for in the first 
quarter 5777 census.  This month, the king also introduced a new 
currency symbol for the Loxodian shekel: Lx$. The capital L and 
lowercase x represent Loxodia, and the dollar sign $ represents an 
“s” for “shekel.”  There is also a new numbering format for 
currency.  The new format is Lx$123.456.789,00 - instead of 
commas, decimal points, and instead of the decimal point, 
commas.  The shekel sign may still be used but with an L before it: 
L₪. The king instituted the new Lx$ symbol since it is more 
convenient to use and Hebrew keyboard input is not needed.  The 
Loxodian Shekel still holds the same exact value as the Israeli  
Shekel.

Another issue currently facing the king is leadership in the 3-
nation Micronational Union.  Elections for Chairman of the MU is 
expected to be held soon and open to anyone who is a citizen of 
the three nations: Loxodia, Werdonia, and Wolfhaven.  Facing the 
MU as well is a centralized platform in which to hold discussions.  
The Kingdom of Loxodia currently uses Facebook Messenger and 
Telegram as it standards of communication.

If you a Loxodian citizen and are interested in joining the MU, 
please contact the Dept. of National Affairs at (737) 777-2408 via 
text or send a Telegram.

King Cuts Lx$1 Royalty Paid to 
Lords
The king decided to cut the Lx$1 (1 Loxodian Shekel) fee paid to 
the Loxodian Lords each quarter, since the House of Lords has not 
officially met as of yet and he stated “there is no need to pay Lords 
who voluntarily join anyway. When there comes a time when there 
is more business conducted in the House, this may be reinstated a 
a future time.” 
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The Micronational Union is 
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http://microunion.weebly.com
http://microunion.weebly.com
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King Urges Wolfhaven to Lift Sanctions off 
Werdonia
The King is urging Wolfhaven to remove sanctions from Werdonia .  According to the king of 
Wolfhaven, Werdonia was “making mean comments about the Furry-Community”.  Benayahu I 
believes the Furry-Community to be a completely innocent community and that Werdonia “has no 
right to make negative comments about a community that they have nothing to do with”.  Benyahu I 
as Chairman of the MU as well as King of Loxodia has tried getting both sides of the story, and states 
that he regrets not knowing about these sanctions before Werdonia and Wolfhaven joined the MU. 

He is currently having talks with both kings of Werdonia and Wolfhaven to restore these relations as 
quickly as possible.  “The MU is an orginization to promote peace and unity.  That is our motto: Paco 
kaj Unueco.  We need to be unified if we are to call ourselvess a ‘union’. 

Benayahu I has moved for further questioning about relations with other nations be made to both 
nations, and to any new member nations seeking membership in the Micronational Union.
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